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Fixed assets are the fundamental condition for every university. With the rapid
development of the Internet and the impact on the various walks of life, the way of
education in Colleges and Universities, the environment of higher education in
Colleges and universities is constantly improving, the fixed assets of the universities
are expanding rapidly, which is a new challenge for the management of fixed assets.
To establish a set of scientific and standardized management system of fixed assets is
the inevitable result of development and the key point for the reform of fixed asset
management.
This system adopts Windows IIS as the exploitation environment, takes Asp as
the development language and makes Access2007 as the database, uses B/S structure
model and gives architectural design with well service. This system mainly includes
five modules: user management module, fixed asset management module, system
management module, query and report printing module, unified information release
module. The core module is the fixed asset management module, which includes
some sub-module: the declaration, review, approval, purchase, storage, distribution,
maintenance, lent, scrap for the fixed asset, and covers all procedures that fixed assets
are from want to use to scrap. The system features are functional structure module and
convenient operation.
This dissertation firstly gives relevant technology, Asp programming language,
Access 2007, B/S structure model an introduction. Through case analysis of fixed
assets, then demand report and design detailed requirements plan, and then orientate
the functions of the system. Finally, the system is designed and implemented in detail.
According to the detail analysis and design for requirement, overall structure, physical
structure, module design, database design, the whole software development process,
procedure and method are described in this paper.
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Windows IIS 为开发环境，选用 B/S 结构框架模式，Asp 为编程设计语言，
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